To the President of International Olympic Committee
Mr. Jacques Rogge
To the all Members of International Olympic Committee
Executive Board

The appeal of Azerbaijan Wrestling community

Dear Mr. Jacques Rogge!
Dear the members of IOC (International Olympic Committee) Executive
Committee!
We, wrestling community of Azerbaijan Republic are anxious nowadays about the
dispersed news.
Confirming of suggestion of IOC (International Olympic Committee) Executive Board
concerning to withdraw wrestling sport style from 2020 Olympic Games is caused our
dissatisfaction along with specialists from other countries. As is generally known,
wrestling is the core, famous and one of the favorable sport style from the
commencement of Olympic Games.
Since 1896 wrestling is representing in Olympic Games. Presently, this sport style has a
great many spectaculars all over the world. Wrestling is developing from year to year
and its environment is expanding rapidly.
We were witnessed repeatedly how the match of wrestlers viewed by countless
spectaculars with excitement and interest in all international tournament, as well as in
Olympic Games, in World and European Championship, in World Cup and Grand
Prix.
Without exaggeration we may say that, wrestling is the most viewed and the most
popular sport style in all over the world. We can easily notice it from the number of
countries which are the member of FILA (International Federation of Associated
Wrestling styles). It’s also well known that, some of the countries representing in
Olympic Games just only with this sport style and are increasing the number of
participants. And this is totally corresponding to Olympic Regulation. Thus,
International Olympic Committee tries to involve more countries to be represented in
Olympic Games. Unfortunately, in case of confirmation of this decision, it will affect
Olympic Games badly. Many of the countries will compulsory end their participant in
Olympic Games.
Wrestling is loved in our country. Wrestling is our ancient and traditional sport style.
Azerbaijan athletes were always distinguished with the higher results and success.

By the way, we would like to bring your attention one fact. After becoming
independent, Azerbaijan had gain more medals in this sport style in Olympic Games.
In the latest Olympic Games the 7 of 10 medals were gained by Azerbaijan wrestling
team. Freestyle wrestlers were rewarded with 2 gold medals on 7 weight category by
playing anthem and hoisting flag. This fact proofs one more time, how popular and
favorable wrestling in our country.
Consequently, the latest news is quite unpleasant and worries us seriously.
Dear Mr. Jacques Rogge!
We hope that Executive Board of International Olympic Committee will review to this
matter and will make decision in order to remain wrestling in Olympic Games.
As we know, wrestling is the traditional sport style of many of the countries. If this
sport style will be remove from Olympic program, these countries will get
disappointed.
We, Azerbaijan Wrestling community hope that this issue will be solved fairly.

